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Behavior of the nonlinear refractive indices and birefringence in the neighborhood
of first- and second-order phase transitions in lyotropic liquid crystals

F. L. S. Cuppo, S. L. Go´mez, and A. M. Figueiredo Neto
Instituto de Fı´sica, Universidade de Sa˜o Paulo, Caixa Postal 66318, 05315-970 Sa˜o Paulo, Sa˜o Paulo, Brazil

~Received 13 December 2002; published 29 May 2003!

We investigated the behavior of the nonlinear refractive indices (n2) and birefringence (Dn2) in the vicinity
of the nematic-to-isotropic (N-I ) and nematic uniaxial-to-nematic biaxial (N-N) phase transitions in a lyotro-
pic liquid crystal. The single-beamZ-scan technique is used to measuren2 in different relative configurations
of the electric field of the laser beam and the symmetry axes of the phases. In theN-I transition, the nonlinear
optical birefringence shows a discontinuity at the transition temperature (Tc), as observed in the linear bire-
fringence. On the other hand, in theN-N transition,Dn2 was shown to be proportional touT2Tcu2b, with
b;0.5, in both uniaxial and biaxial nematic domains. No discontinuity was observed onDn2 in the N-N
transition. The symmetric invariants of the order parameter were shown to be linear functions of the tempera-
ture in the uniaxial nematic domain, in good agreement with the mean-field prediction.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In a seminal work, Yu and Saupe@1# have put in evidence
the existence of a biaxial nematic phase (NB) in between two
uniaxial nematic phases@ND ~discotic! and NC ~calamitic!#
in a lyotropic liquid crystalline system composed of tw
types of amphiphilic molecules and water. In the neighb
hood of these nematic phases, isotropic phases~I! are often
present. This topology of phase diagram was found in ot
ternary lyotropic mixtures@2,3#, being a characteristics o
lyotropics and never encountered in thermotropic liquid cr
tals. An interesting subject of research in the field of ph
transitions and statistical mechanics is the nature of
nematic-to-nematic and nematic-to-I transitions. Usually,
these transitions are studied measuring the invariants (s i ,i
51,2,3) of the anisotropic part of the optical dielectric te
sor eaJ , chosen as the symmetry-breaking order param
@4#, commonly written in terms of the linear optical birefrin
gencesDnL and dnL . Galerne and Marcerou@5# measured
both DnL and dnL in the KL-DeOH-W ~KL is potassium
laurate, DeOH is decanol, and W stands for water!, lyotropic
mixture, in the temperature rangeDT/Tc;331023 from the
temperature transitionsTc] and calculated the invariants o
eaJ . One of these invariants (s1) is trivially zero since, in
this framework, the anisotropic part of the dielectric tenso
traceless. The two other invariants are functions of the te
perature and presented a linear behavior in the uniaxial
biaxial nematic phase domains, in the vicinity of the pha
transitions. Their results show that the uniaxial-to-biax
transition is second order and mean-field and the nematic
I transitions are weakly first order, with the linear optic
birefringence presenting a discontinuity inTc . Saupe and
co-workers@6,7# measured, in the same lyotropic mixtur
one of the birefringences at theNB and NC phases and ob
served small deviations from the mean-field behavior at
uniaxial-to-biaxial phase transition, in a temperature rang
DT/Tc;1024 from Tc . The critical exponents of the orde
parameter (b) and of the susceptibility (g) of the KL-
DeOh-W mixture were found to beb50.38(3) and g
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51.29(6) ~the theoretical predictions of theXY model are
@8# b50.38 and g51.35). The uniaxial-to-biaxial phas
transition in lyotropics was also investigated by Lacer
Santos and co-workers@9# using the Rayleigh scatterin
technique, observing thermally excited biaxiality fluctuatio
appearing in the uniaxialND phase. A critical slowing down
of these biaxiality fluctuations was evidenced.

Contrarily to the linear optical properties of lyotropic
that have been extensively investigated, the nonlinear op
behavior of these systems is not completely understood.
elegant method to measure the nonlinear response of a
dium is the Z-scan technique @10#, where the sample is
moved through the focal region of a single focused Gauss
laser beam, along the direction of the beam propagationz
axis!. The transmitted light intensity in the far field is me
sured as a function of sample position. It is used to meas
the nonlinear refractive index (n2) of a sample assuming tha
the refractive index can be written asn5nL1n2I , wherenL

is the linear index of refraction andI is the incident light
intensity on the sample. Depending on the time scale of
experiment, different mechanisms can be studied: the op
Kerr effect, the third-order~and higher-orders! nonlinear
electronic polarization, thermal effects, etc. In a previo
work @11# we studied the nonlinear response, in time sca
of milliseconds, of a sample of the KL-DeOH-W mixture i
the NC phase ~fixed temperature! and measuredn2;
21026 esu, which is 102 smaller than that measured in the
motropics@12#. In both conditions of the laser electric field
parallel and perpendicular to the nematic director,n2,0,
indicating the defocusing behavior of the sample. Consid
ing the particularities of the lyotropic system and the tim
scale used, we suggested that the nonlinear response
served is mainly from thermal origin. To the best of o
knowledge, however, no investigations of these proper
were reported in the vicinity of the nematic-to-nema
(N-N) lyotropic phase transitions. In this work we study th
behavior of the nonlinear refractive indices and birefringen
of the KL-DeOH-W lyotropic mixture in the neighborhoo
of first- ~nematic-to-I ) and second- (N-N) order phase tran-
©2003 The American Physical Society11-1
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sitions, by using theZ-scan technique. The experimental da
are discussed in the framework of the Landau–de Gen
mean-field theory.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

A. The Z-scan technique

TheZ-scan apparatus is the usual one described elsew
@10–12#. Although many techniques have been developed
study nonlinear optical effects, the single-beamZ-scan tech-
nique stands up because of its simplicity and sensitivity
measuring both the sign and the magnitude of the nonlin
refraction index. In this technique a polarized Gaussian la
beam, propagating in thez direction, is focused to a narrow
waist by using a lens. The sampled is moved along thz
direction through the focal point and the transmitted intens
is measured in the far field on the axis of the propagat
direction, as function of thez position. As the sample move
along the beam focus, self-focusing or defocusing modi
the wave front phase, thereby modifying the detected int
sity. The great advantage of theZ-scan technique is that i
allows a straightforward determination of the magnitude a
sign of the nonlinear phase shiftDFo introduced by the
sample from the peak-to-valley difference (DTpv) in the
Z-scan curve. For a sample where nonlinear absorptio
negligible, the on-axis normalized transmittanceTN , as a
function of the sample positionx5z/zo ~where zo is the
Rayleigh range of the Gaussian beam!, is given approxi-
mately by@10#

TN~z!.11DFo

4x

~11x2!~91x2!
, ~1!

with DFo5(2pd/l)(n2 /«ocnL)I o and DTpv
50.406uDFou, where«o and c are the permittivity of free
space and the speed of light, respectively,d is the sample
thickness, andI o is the light intensity at the focus.

In our Z-scan setup@11#, sketched in Fig. 1, a solid stat
cw Millennia laser (l5532 nm) is used. A mechanica
chopper is placed in the beam path, before the sample
modulate its intensity, providing nearly square pulses wit
pulse width of 25 ms~i.e., 25 ms in the ‘‘on’’ state, with the
laser shining the sample, and 25 ms in the ‘‘off’’ state!. The
power of the beam ranges from 100 to 250 mW; typi
beam waist at the sample is 25mm. A signal acquisition,
with temporal resolution, is made to discard the linear effe
@13#.

FIG. 1. Sketch of theZ-scan apparatus:C, chopper; BS, beam
splitter; L, lens; PD, photo detector; TS, translation stage;S,
sample;H, temperature controlled device;I, iris.
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B. The samples

The samples investigated are from the mixture of K
DeOH-W, at the corresponding concentrations in weight p
centage: a sample named SI@30.85/6.88/62.27# and a sample
named SN@30.77/6.55/62.68#. The phase sequences of bo
samples SI and SN are (&15 °C)NC(TcI542.6 °C)I and
(&17 °C) NC(Tc1525.02 °C)NB(Tc2546.31 °C)ND

(*52 °C), respectively. The width of theNC-to-I transition
in sample SI is;1 °C. Samples are encapsulated in recta
gular glass cells of sample thicknessd5200 mm, placed in a
temperature controlled device~accuracy of60.1 °C). The
local heating of the sample due to the laser beam at the fo
position is evaluated to be;0.2 °C. In these conditions, we
fixed the step between successive temperatures in our ex
ment inDT50.2 °C. Samples at theNC phase are oriented
initially in an electromagnet~static field of 10 kG for some
hours! at T;20 °C, outside theZ-scan setup, taking advan
tage also of the surface orienting effect. This sample orie
with the nematic director parallel to the magnetic field (BW ).
In the case of theNB phase, the long axis of the anisotrop
micelles~which corresponds to the direction of the direct
in theNC phase! orients parallel to the magnetic field and th
two optical axes of the phase are in the plane perpendic
to the biggest surface of the sample holder, which containBW
@14#. The orientation of theNB phase is achieved by th
combination of the static magnetic field and the surface
enting effect of the sample-holder walls. After that, it
moved to theZ-scan setup where a magnetic field of;1 kG
~which defines they axis of the laboratory frame axes! keeps
the sample alignment during the experiment. Two differe
geometries of the laser electric fieldEW with respect toBW are
available: parallel (i) and perpendicular (').

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figures 2 and 3 present the measurements ofn2 and the
corresponding nonlinear birefringences (Dn25n2i2n2'

5n2
(y)2n2

(x)), as a function of the temperature, in both co

figurations ofEW with respect toBW (i and') of sample SI and
SN, in the vicinity of the phase transitions. These values
obtained by fitting Eq.~1! to the experimentalZ-scan curves.
Figure 4 presents the measurements of the corresponding
ear birefringence (DnL5nLi2nL'), as a function of the
temperature, of both SI and SN phases.

A. The NC-to-I phase transition

Let us analyze firstly theNC-to-I phase transition. The
values ofn2 in both configurations arenegative@Fig. 2~a!#.
As previously discussed@15#, n2}]n/]T, which is the
thermo-optic coefficient. Our results indicate that the sign
the thermo-optic coefficientremains the same up to0.1 °C
from TcI . In theNC phase,n2i shows a stronger dependen
on T thann2' , whose values present a spread of about
31026 esu around22.631026 esu. The origin of this ef-
fect could be the modification of the shape anisotropy of
micelles, principally in the direction of their long axis~or,
1-2
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the director!, as a function of the temperature. In the dire
tion perpendicular to the director, the amphiphilic doub
layer is not expected to considerably change its dimensio
this temperature range, what reflects a weak temperature
pendence ofn2' . Our results, however, differ from thos
reported by Pereira and co-workers using the thermal
technique in a similar lyotropic sample~thicker than ours! of
the same mixture@16#, where (]n/]T) i changes its sign in a
range of about 2 °C from the nematic-to-I transition tem-
perature and (]n/]T)' keeps the same sign. It is importa

FIG. 2. ~a! Nonlinear refractive indexn2 as a function of the

temperature in both configurations ofEW with respect toBW , sample

SI: (d) EW iBW ; (s) EW'BW . Dashed line corresponds toTcI

542.6 °C. ~b! Nonlinear birefringence (Dn25n2i2n2') corre-
sponding to the data of Fig. 2~a!. Dashed line corresponds toTcI

542.6 °C.

FIG. 3. ~a! Nonlinear refractive indexn2 as a function of the

temperature in both configurations ofEW with respect toBW , sample

SN: (d) EW iBW ; (s) EW'BW . Dashed line corresponds toTc1

525.02 °C. ~b! Nonlinear birefringence (Dn25n2i2n2') corre-
sponding to the data of Fig. 3~a!. Dashed line corresponds toTc1

525.02 °C. The solid and dotted lines correspond to the fitt
function Dn2}uT2Tc1u2b, with bC50.55(3) andbB50.50(1) in
the NC andNB phases, respectively.
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to stress that during our experiment a magnetic field
present to maintain the good orientation of theNC sample.
This is a key point since the sample may disorient during
exposure to the beam. In theNC phase domain near the tran
sition to the isotropic phase,Dn2 presents a minimum~nega-
tive! value atT;41 °C and then increases asT→TcI . It
becomes positive, reachesDn2

I ;0.231026 esu at (TcI2T)
;0.1 °C and vanishes atT.TcI . This discontinuity inDn2
at T5TcI is compatible with the first-order characteristics
the nematic-to-isotropic phase transition, being also obser
in the measurements of the linear birefringence shown
Fig. 4~a!.

B. The NC-to-NB phase transition

Let us face now the nematic-to-nematic transition. Figu
3~a! shows the nonlinear refractive indicesn2 as a function
of the temperature, in both configurations ofEW with respect
to BW of sample SN in the vicinity ofTc1. Measurements are
made in the temperature domainsDT/Tc1;731023 and 2
31022, corresponding to theNC and NB phases, respec
tively. Sample at theNC phase is oriented with the directo
parallel to they axis and at theNB phase with both optica
axes in theyz plane, symmetrically oriented with respect
thez axis. In the studied configurations,n2,0 and present a
‘‘singular-type’’ behavior asT→Tc1 from both sides of the
transition temperature: the sign of]n2 /]T changes atTc1.
Let us consider thatn2 is mainly influenced by the variation
of the local density (r) and the order parameter~S! as a
function of the temperature. The singular-type behavior ofn2
in both configurations, asT→Tc1, seems to indicate tha
fluctuations ofr and S due to the modifications of the mi
cellar shape anisotropyand their orientational fluctuations
~which account for the different nematic phases! became
more important when the system approachesTc1. The con-
tinuous variation ofn2 in both configurations across the tra

g

FIG. 4. ~a! Linear birefringence (DnL5nLi2nL') as a function
of the temperature of sample SI. Solid line corresponds toTcI

542.6 °C.~b! Linear birefringence (DnL5nLi2nL') as a function
of the temperature of sample SN. Solid lines correspond toTc1

525.02 °C andTc2546.31 °C.
1-3
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sition is compatible with the continuous modification of t
micellar shape anisotropy previously proposed@14#. This
general behavior ofn2 as a function ofT was also observed
by us at theNC-to-NB transition in other lyotropic samples o
the same mixture, with different relative concentrations
the compounds. However, concerning the sign ofn2, an in-
teresting result is observed in a sample with the concen
tions in weight percent@KL ~29.42!-DeOH~6.47!-W~64.11!#,
named SN2:n2i continuously decreases its~negative! value,
becomes positiveand then increases its value up toTc1
(532 °C in this case!. Figure 5 shows typicalZ-scan curves
obtained atT531 °C ~at theNC phase! and atTc1, in the
configuration ofEW iBW . The inversion of the peak and valle
relative positions is a signature of the inversion of then2i
sign. The origin of this inversion~reported previously in the
N-I transition @16#! is not completely understood. Figur
3~b! presents the nonlinear birefringence as a function of
temperature in the vicinity of the uniaxial-to-biaxial pha
transition of sample SN. In the framework of the mean-fie
theory, the free energy of the system can be written in te
of s i as@5# F5as21bs31 1

2 ds2
21es2s31 1

2 f s3
2, both in-

variants being}uT2Tcu. In theNC phase,

s25
8

27
n̄2F6~DnL!21S E2

6 D 2

~Dn2!22E2DnLDn2G ,
s352

64

9
n̄3F ~DnL!32S E2

2 D 3

~DnL!31
3E2

2
~DnL!2Dn2

1
3E2

4
DnL~Dn2!2G ,

where n̄ is the mean index of refraction,Dn5DnL
1(E2/2)Dn2 and dn5dnL1(E2/2)dn2. In our experimen-
tal conditions we measure the birefringences~linear as
shown in Fig. 4, measured with the usual conoscopy se
@5# and nonlinear as measured with theZ-scan setup! in the
xy plane. As in this framework, in the biaxial phase doma

FIG. 5. Z-scan normalized transmittance curves of sample S

geometryEW iBW . (s)T531 °C, NC phase; (d)T5Tc1532 °C.
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DnL}uT2Tcu6b with b50.5, one expects thatDn2}uT
2Tcu6b. The fitting functions (Dn2}uT2Tcu2b) in Fig.
3~b! havebB50.50(1) andbC50.55(3) in theNB and NC
phase domains, respectively. This behaviorin both uniaxial
and biaxial phases is remarkable. From both sides,Dn2 tends
to ;0.931026 esu, which is compatible with the characte
istics of a second-order phase transition where no disco
nuities are expected in the order parameter atTc . On the
other hand, this behavior in theNC domain is completely
different from that of the linear birefringence, which wa
shown to be almost constant~depending on the particula
sample’s composition! in the vicinity of the uniaxial-to-
biaxial transition@5#. The invariantss2 and s3 in the NC
domain as a function of the temperature are presente
Figs. 6~a! and 6~b!, respectively, in good agreement with th
mean-field prediction.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we investigated the behavior of the nonlin
refractive indices and birefringence in the vicinity of th
nematic-to-isotropic and nematic uniaxial-to-biaxial pha
transitions in a lyotropic liquid crystal. In theN-I transition,
the nonlinear optical birefringence shows a discontinuity
Tc , as observed in the linear birefringence. On the ot
hand, in theNC-to-NB transition,Dn2 was shown to be pro-
portional touT2Tc1u2b, with b;0.5. No discontinuity was
observed onDn2 in the NC-to-NB transition. The symmetric
invariants of the order parameter were shown to be lin
functions of the temperature in the temperature range
DT/Tc1;731023 and 231022, corresponding to theNC
and NB phases, respectively, in good agreement with
mean-field prediction.
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FIG. 6. Symmetric invariantss2 ~a! ands3 ~b! as a function of

the temperature. Sample SN,NC phase domain. The solid lines ar
linear fits.
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